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GIESSE  CHAMPION PLUS MULTILOCK
CHAMPION PLUS Range of articles

Incorrect 
Movement 

Safety Device

Mechanism
components

Fam. 

Components

Champion 

Plus

External recess pull handle

Blind internal recess pull handle

Incorrect movement safety device

Flush-mounted window handle

Flush-mounted window handle

Prima window handle

Double Prima window handle

8

8

5

5
8

8

8

270 1 No 4

600 2 Yes 4

1000 2 Yes 4

1800 3 Yes 4

270 1 No 4

600 2 Yes 4

1000 2 Yes 4

1800 3 Yes 4

Champion Slide - entry 15 with lock 1800 3 Yes 4

Champion Plus - entry 7.5 7.5

Champion 15Plus - entry 
15

Description Entry Code
Length of
 hardware

Locking 
points

Incorrect 
movement 

safety device 
compatibility

Pack:

For profiles of Alu/wood or Alu > 37 mm

Works in combination with 02760/61/62

For opposite sashes

For Champion Plus 2 and 3 locking points

NOTES:
1) For codes containing the characters "..." please refer to the General Price List 
("How to order" section) to identify the code of the desired finish.

02760...

02761...

02762...

02763...

02764...

02765...

02770

02720

02721

02722

02723

02724

02725

02726

02727

02728

2) Contact your local Area Manager to know the item code of the Champion 
Plus Fixing Kit suited for the sliding system used by the window-maker.

GIESSE  CHAMPION PLUS MULTILOCK
Components

Mechanism components
To move the multilock rod Giesse offers various solutions depending on whether you 
have to accessorize the main or secondary sash.

C/C distance 43 mm
Square pin of 7 mm in zinc-coated steel
Swivel covering rosette in zamak
Prima line handle in zamak
RAL and trend finishes available

C/C distance 43 mm
Square pin of 7 mm in zinc-coated steel
This article can be combined with the external
recess handle art. 02764
RAL and trend finishes available

External recess handle can be combined with the 
Prima window handle art. 02762 or with the recess 
window handle art. 02760/02761  
It is ideal for all those balcony doors that open onto 
gardens or patios because the end user is facilitated
in pulling the sash.

Double Prima window handle, applicable on a 
sliding sash where you want the fastening 
mechanism components to be on both the 
inside and the outside. In general, this solution 
is recommended on balcony doors that use the 
Champion Plus multilock art. 02728 which 
allows you to use a cylinder with a key.

Blind recess handle that is applied on the opposite 
sash with no hardware.

Giesse also offers the possibility of applying an incorrect 
movement safety device on the hardware that with the sash 
open prevents the hardware from going into the closed position.
It is only possible to turn the handle and make the mechanism 
close when the door is closed.

Double Prima 
window handle
02763...

Incorrect 
movement
 safety device
02770

Blind recess 
handle for 
opposite sash
02765...

Recessed 
window handle
02760...
02761...

External recess 
for pulling
02764...

Prima window 
handle 
02762...

PATENTED



No. of locking points

Multilock art. code

1 
point

 3 
points

272

02724

600

02725

1000

02726

1800

02727

ENTRY 15

 2                             
points

 3 points
 with key 

1800

02728

15

No. of locking points

Multilock rod 
length (mm)

Multilock art. code

1 
point

 3 
points

272 600 1000 1800

ENTRY 7.5

 2                             
points

7.5

02720 02721 02722 02723

GIESSE  CHAMPION PLUS MULTILOCK
Fastening system safe and fast to install

The Champion Plus accessories system is the ideal solution to create multipoint locking for a 
sliding casement. Multilocks are available with from 1 to 3 locking points to be able to 
accessorize windows and doors effectively.
A wide range of accessories to effectively meet every need of the window-maker and of the end 
customer.

200 kg of mechanical strength for each locking point
To ensure greater security for doors and sliding windows Giesse has tested the 
locking points of the Champion Plus hardware obtaining values of mechanical 
strength for each locking point of up to 200 kg. 
A significantly higher value than that of a traditional recessed handle.

Wide range of finishes
The new window handles are available in RAL powder coated finishes and 
trend finishes to allow the best aesthetic combinations also on aluminum 
profiles with a steel or stained wood finish.

Ease of assembly
The accessories in the Champion Plus line are practical and fast to install on a 
profile. Depending on the series of profiles used, the window-maker will have to 
choose the most suitable "fixing kit".  Each kit has been specially designed to 
make inserting and fastening the rod to the profile practical, fast and easy.

Same styling for all openings
The new Prima window handle with a swivel snap-on rosette completes the Prima 
range, thus ensuring a single attractive style for all the casements in the house. 
Cremones and window handles for sashes and tilt-and-turn sashes, door handles 
and now sliding openings share the typical styling and quality of Prima.

Incorrect movement safety device
On request it is possible to apply the incorrect movement safety device to 
prevent accidental closure of the hardware with the sash open. 
Using this device increases the durability of the hardware since it avoids 
potential impact between the nib and the counterplate.

GIESSE  CHAMPION PLUS MULTILOCK
Components

Champion Plus Multilock
Champion Plus is available with a 7.5 or 15 mm entry, to be chosen according to the geometry of the profile 
used, and in different sizes (length) for making doors or windows of different sizes. Available in a version with a 
lock (Art. 02728000), ideal for balcony doors that open onto gardens or patios.

Mushroom-head fastening nib in zamak

Zinc-coated steel rod

Counterplates and related accessories to adapt them 
to the various frame profiles

Housing and rotor made of zinc-coated zamak 
C/C distance 43

Zamak element
 for fixing adapters 

Anti-lifting pin in steel 
with rubber ring

Anti-lift element

Incorrect movement safety device 
available on request

Multilock rod fixing adapters on sash profile

Frame striker made of steel

Anti-lifting striker

Fixing bolts and screws

200 
Kg 

4

2

1

5

A

2

3

4

5

37

8 1

6

1

6

B

7

C

8

D

Examples of adapters for Fixing Kit

Direct fixing to the profile Fixing with expansion adapter

7.5

7
.5

15

1
5

Fixing kit for Champion Plus Multilock
The Champion Plus multilock requires using a specific fixing kit in order to be fitted 
correctly in the sliding system used.
Champion Plus fixing kits are designed to ensure the greatest performance and a 
long product life cycle.
Champion Plus fixing kits are specific to the type of sliding system 
and the type of multilock you want to install (1 - 2 - 3 points). 

Giesse has already devised a variety of fixing kits for a wide range 
of sliding systems in aluminum.
Contact your local Area Manager to get to know the specific item codes of the 
sliding system used.

PATENTED
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Components

A

A

C

B

Champion Plus fixing kits consist of:

System 
used

No. of 
Multilock 
locking points

Champion 
Plus fixing kit

D

Multilock rod 
length (mm)

No. of locking points

Multilock art. code

1 
point

 3 
points

272

02724

600

02725

1000

02726

1800

02727

ENTRY 15

 2                             
points

 3 points
 with key 

1800

02728

15
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Multilock rod 
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Multilock art. code

1 
point

 3 
points

272 600 1000 1800

ENTRY 7.5

 2                             
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Fixing kit for Champion Plus Multilock
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Champion Plus fixing kits consist of:
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Plus fixing kit
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GIESSE  CHAMPION PLUS MULTILOCK
CHAMPION PLUS Range of articles

Incorrect 
Movement 

Safety Device

Mechanism
components

Fam. 

Components

Champion 

Plus

External recess pull handle

Blind internal recess pull handle

Incorrect movement safety device

Flush-mounted window handle

Flush-mounted window handle

Prima window handle

Double Prima window handle

8

8

5

5
8

8

8

270 1 No 4

600 2 Yes 4

1000 2 Yes 4

1800 3 Yes 4

270 1 No 4

600 2 Yes 4

1000 2 Yes 4

1800 3 Yes 4

Champion Slide - entry 15 with lock 1800 3 Yes 4

Champion Plus - entry 7.5 7.5

Champion 15Plus - entry 
15

Description Entry Code
Length of
 hardware

Locking 
points

Incorrect 
movement 

safety device 
compatibility

Pack:

For profiles of Alu/wood or Alu > 37 mm

Works in combination with 02760/61/62

For opposite sashes

For Champion Plus 2 and 3 locking points

NOTES:
1) For codes containing the characters "..." please refer to the General Price List 
("How to order" section) to identify the code of the desired finish.

02760...

02761...

02762...

02763...

02764...

02765...

02770

02720

02721

02722

02723

02724

02725

02726

02727

02728

2) Contact your local Area Manager to know the item code of the Champion 
Plus Fixing Kit suited for the sliding system used by the window-maker.

GIESSE  CHAMPION PLUS MULTILOCK
Components

Mechanism components
To move the multilock rod Giesse offers various solutions depending on whether you 
have to accessorize the main or secondary sash.

C/C distance 43 mm
Square pin of 7 mm in zinc-coated steel
Swivel covering rosette in zamak
Prima line handle in zamak
RAL and trend finishes available

C/C distance 43 mm
Square pin of 7 mm in zinc-coated steel
This article can be combined with the external
recess handle art. 02764
RAL and trend finishes available

External recess handle can be combined with the 
Prima window handle art. 02762 or with the recess 
window handle art. 02760/02761  
It is ideal for all those balcony doors that open onto 
gardens or patios because the end user is facilitated
in pulling the sash.

Double Prima window handle, applicable on a 
sliding sash where you want the fastening 
mechanism components to be on both the 
inside and the outside. In general, this solution 
is recommended on balcony doors that use the 
Champion Plus multilock art. 02728 which 
allows you to use a cylinder with a key.

Blind recess handle that is applied on the opposite 
sash with no hardware.

Giesse also offers the possibility of applying an incorrect 
movement safety device on the hardware that with the sash 
open prevents the hardware from going into the closed position.
It is only possible to turn the handle and make the mechanism 
close when the door is closed.

Double Prima 
window handle
02763...

Incorrect 
movement
 safety device
02770

Blind recess 
handle for 
opposite sash
02765...

Recessed 
window handle
02760...
02761...

External recess 
for pulling
02764...

Prima window 
handle 
02762...

PATENTED
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Description Entry Code
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 hardware

Locking 
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Incorrect 
movement 

safety device 
compatibility
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2) Contact your local Area Manager to know the item code of the Champion 
Plus Fixing Kit suited for the sliding system used by the window-maker.
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mechanism components to be on both the 
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